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Abstract 

We review advances in ultrafast nonlinear optical materials characterization and the 
improvements in understanding that have resulted. When applied to nonlinear refraction or 
absorption, the “nonlinear” optical response may be analyzed in ways that are usually reserved 
for linear systems.  Our ultrafast nonlinear beam deflection technique allows unambiguous 
separation of slow and fast nonlinearities and allows prediction of nonlinear properties for much 
longer pulses.  It is also highly sensitive, allowing testing of models, e.g. gas phase vs liquid 
phase to test local field correction factors.  We have applied these methods to characterize many 
solvents, which can have nonlinearities that are highly dependent on pulse width. In turn this 
results in solutions that can have tailorable nonlinearities, and, in the case of solutes with 
negative nonlinear refraction, we may adjust the effective nonlinearity to be positive, negative or 
even zero. Our methods have also been applied to exploration of the extremely large nonlinear 
absorption and refraction in semiconductors that occurs when two very different wavelengths are 
used.  This leads to diverse applications such as sensitive mid IR detection switching via group 
index modulation and 2-photon gain. 
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